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0. INTRODUCTION 
We consider second quantization of the familiar boundary value problem 
for vector fields on smooth manifolds M with boundary. From the theory 
of boundary value problems, we know that the operator theoretic informa- 
tion is codified in a Krein space [K], given by a certain indefinite 
quadratic form ( ., ). In addition, a measure p on M is given, and we have 
the positive-definite quadratic form determined by the Hilbert-space-inner 
product on L2(M, cc). We shall describe an index-theory for the second 
quantization (in the sense of [Sl-S2]) of the familiar L2-boundary value 
problem for the initially given vector field X on M. Our model allows an 
interpretation of particle production scattering theory. It is given in terms 
of the fundamental form ( ., . ) associated to X, and the corresponding 
Krein space. We shall view L2(M, I*) as a one-particle space, and form the 
anti-symmetric Fock X0 over L2(M, p). If divX(p) = 0, X may be viewed as 
a skew-symmetric operator, and, as such, it has a canonical extension to 
Z, which is also skew-symmetric. The cohomology of the extension d is 
studied in terms of the derivation 6 in the CAR-algebra which is imple- 
mented by X. 
In this paper, we generalize the index theory of Powers and Arveson, 
see [Pl-P2, AllA3, PP, PR]. It was shown (for semigroups of endo- 
morphisms, which would correspond to a one-sided boundary value 
problem), in [PP], that the index of Powers, and that of Arveson, give the 
same number. This number is the dimension of a certain Hilbert space. In 
the case of general boundary conditions, including two-sided ones, as well as 
the known one-sided ones, associated to semigroups of isometries, we 
define an index in terms of the boundary value Krein space, and our index 
agrees with the PowerssArveson index in the special case of 
endomorphisms associated to semigroups of isometries. 
The interest in semigroups of isometries in Hilbert space dates back at 
least to the Douglas paper [ID] which describes the universal Toeplitz 
algebra as the C*-isomorphism class of such a semigroup (see also 
[BC, Ml). We are motivated by this, as well as by the more recent 
developments of Powers [Pl-P2], Powers-Robinson [PR], and Arveson 
[Al-A3], where an index is introduced for semigroups of endomorphisms 
to reflect a certain cohomological obstruction. This cohomological obstruc- 
tion is not present, of course, in the familiar case of automorphisms, rather 
than endomorphisms, by virtue of Wigner’s theorem [W], see also [BR, 
Sect. 3.21. 
When the vector field X is given, we study the spatial theory of the 
corresponding derivation 6 = 6, treating X as a skew-symmetric operator 
on the L2-space of some zero-divergence-measure p. But many of our 
results hold true in the extended generality of a given skew-symmetric 
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operator d, with dense domain contained in a fixed Hilbert space 5j (one- 
particle space) where we form the, so-called, quasi-free derivation 6 = 6,) 
in the CAR (canonical anticommutation relations) algebra ‘QI(s) over $. 
(We refer to Section 2 below for details on the canonical anticommutation 
relations.) 
We shall therefore work with a generality which includes the general 
quantization problem for arbitrarily given skew-symmetric operators in 
one-particle space, even if they are not associated to vector fields. The 
following discussion applies, in particular, to the case when the Hilbert 
space X is the associated anti-symmetric Fock space formed from 5. 
Let Z be a complex Hilbert space, and let B(X) be the algebra of all 
bounded operators in Z. Let 6 be a derivation defined on a given domain 
g(6) c B(Z). The defining conditions on 6 are linearity, Leibniz’ rule 
and the Hermitian property 
d(A*)=d(A)*, A E 9(h). (0.2) 
Let d be a closed skew-symmetric operator in 2 with dense domain 
CS(d)cX”, and let d* be the adjoint operator with domain 9(d*). From 
the skew-symmetry, 
we note that 9(d) c 9(d*). Moreover, the quadratic form ( ., . ), given by 
<cp, Ic/> := Nd*cp, II/)+ (cp, d*$)), cp, $ E Wd* ), (0.4) 
passes to the quotient Q(d) := CS(d*)/LS(d), and the pair (Q(d), ( ., . )) is 
a Krein space. For differential operators, this is the space of boundary 
values, see, e.g., [DS, St, H, K]. 
We say that d implements 6 if Acp~g(d) for all A ~9(b) and all 
cp E 9(d), and further, 
S(A)cp = dAq -A dqo, A E g(6), cp E B(d). (0.5) 
It follows that each operator A in g(6) passes to the quotient Q(d) to 
yield a representation, denoted x(A), A ~9(6). Let cp -+ [q]: 9(d*) + 
9(d*)/g(d) =: Q(d) denote the natural quotient mapping. The representa- 
tion rc = x~,~ (introduced first in a special case by Powers) is now given by 
4A)Cvl := L-&I, cp E 9(d*), A E g(6). (0.6) 
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We shall study this representation relative to the two deficiency spaces 
~3~ c YE’, defined from d, where 9+ are given by 
LS+=($+:d*t,P=fll/‘}. (0.7) 
By von Neumann’s theorem CDS], we have the natural isomorphism 
Q(d) 2: g+ + gn- (0.8 1 
determined by the (Stone-von Neumann) direct decomposition 
g(d*) = g(d) + L3+ + S. (0.9) 
For A l 9(d), let n(A) = (n&A)), Gi,is2 be the block-operator-matrix form, 
corresponding to the decomposition (0.8) of Q(d), with entries, 
711,(A): g+ + g+ 3 n,,(A): 9- -+ 9+ 
71*,(A): 9+ + 9- ) 71**(A): Lip + 9-. 
We shall need the 
LEMMA 0. The representation z of G@(6) on Q(d) has bounded operator 
components, i.e., x,(A) E B(X) for all A E C@(6), and satisfies 
<n(A)cp, $> = (cp, 4A*)$)> A E g(6), cp, tj E g(d*). (0.10) 
The proof of this is straightforward, and we leave it to the reader; see 
also Section 2 below. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Our main concern is the spatial theory of the given derivation 6 
described above, and we will study this in terms of the associated represen- 
tation rr. Note that rt is a representation of the *-algebra g(6) acting in the 
Krein space Q = Q(d) defined from some chosen covariant skew-symmetric 
operator d. This means that Q(6) already has a preferred representation on 
the underlying Hilbert space 2, and this representation is irreducible. The 
multiplicity for a will be defined in terms of intertwining operators between 
the preferred representation and II. Consider the variety V of all densely 
defined operators V: X + Q(d), satisfying 
VA = n(A)V, A E C@(6). (1.1) 
The “size” of Y counts the “number of times” the representation rc 
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“contains” the (irreducible) identity representation of g(6) acting on 2”. 
The operators in Y in turn form a vector bundle of Krein spaces, and we 
identify it below for the quantized boundary value problem. The Krein 
dimension of -t/ will be called the V-index. 
The present introductory discussion will be facilitated if we recall here 
some of the results from inside the paper. The first such result (Theorem 1.1 
below) identifies the Krein space structure of Y, and it will be proved in 
Section 6. 
THEOREM 1.1. There is a unique scalar valued form ( ., . ) on Iv such 
that 
(V% w*>=<v, w>(cp,*) (1.2) 
holds for all V, WE Y, and cp, II/ E 9(d); and this form is nondegenerate on 
Y. (In this formula, the given inner product of X is denoted (., .).) 
In the special case where the pair 6, d arises from second quantization of 
some given skew-symmetric operator d, on a one-particle space, we show 
in Section 5 that Y is isometrically isomorphic to the Krein space Ql(d,) 
formed from d,, i.e., Ql(d,) = 9(d:)/9(d,). Note that the respective 
nondegenerate indefinite scalar valued forms on Q1(d,), and on Y, are 
specified as above, and the isometric property for the isomorphism refers to 
these forms. 
In addition to the V-index, we shall identify a second index which counts 
the “distinct” ways 6 may be implemented in Z. The choice of d satisfying 
(0.5) is not unique. If D is some different skew-symmetric operator in 2 
which also is given to satisfy (OS), then it is difficult, in general, to compare 
the two, d and D. But, for each d, we can identify choices for D such that 
9(D) c 9(d*); and, if 6 is associated to a vector field, we will be able to 
find all such D. 
The variety of all skew-symmetric operators D as specified above, satis- 
fying (OS), will be identified as a covariant vector bundle of Krein spaces. 
The corresponding Krein dimension will be called the D-index. 
Note that, when 9- =O, then the Krein space Q(d) coincides with the 
Hilbert space 9+, and the Krein space dimension is a Hilbert space dimen- 
sion. When 9- # 0, this is not the case. In fact, the representation 7~ can be 
shown in examples not to be equivalent to a Hermitian representation in 
any Hilbert space, i.e., the representation rt of g(6) on Q(d) is not 
unitarizable in the sense of [CP]. See also Proposition 6.3 below for 
further details on this point. 
The special case % = 0 reduces to the analysis of Powers [Pl-P2] and 
Arveson [Al-A31 of E,-semigroups of endomorphisms {cr, :t E [w, } of 
g(s). Recall the defining properties of such E,-semigroups LX: 
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6) my, is strongly continuous iw, -+ d(p) relative to the 
IV*-topology, 
(ii) c(,(AB)=cc,(A)r,(B), ~ER+,A,BE~~(,X), 
(iii) cc,(A*) = (a,(A))*, r E iw ,. , A E,@(X), 
(iv) r ,+,(A)=a,(cr,(A)),.s, fE R,, AEqx). 
The spatial cohomological obstruction for a given E,-semigroup (a,) will 
be called the U-index. This index was first introduced by Arverson. It 
follows then from the present paper and [PP], that the Arveson-index 
emerges as a special case of the more general V-index. 
Powers and Arveson studied the possibility of choosing operators 
{ U,: t E [w + 1 (appropriate regularity) satisfying 
U,A = a,(A) U,, for all te[W+, AE@%) (1.3) 
and Arveson showed that the specified manifold of (U,}‘s may be given 
the structure of a Hilbert bundle in a canonical way. Its dimension is the 
Arveson-index, and is also denoted ind(u). In [Al], Arveson proved the 
additivity property, ind(cr 0 B) = ind(cr) + ind(@), suggested by analogy to 
the corresponding functorial property of the Fredholm index. We shall call 
ind(cr) the U-index. 
When formula (1.3) is differentiated at t = 0, it follows that a solution U 
yields a pair 6, d as specified above, where the derivation 6 is the 
infinitesimal generator, i.e., 
~3(A)=~\y tr’(cc,(A)-A) (1.4) 
+ 
with g(6) consisting of those A E S?(X), where the w*-limit (1.4) can be 
calculated, and similarly d is the infinitesimal generator of U. It was noted 
in [PP] that the % space for d must vanish in this case. The main result 
of [PP] may be restated as follows: 
(D-index) = (V-index) = (U-index). 
We note that E,-semigroups correspond to a quantization of one-sided 
boundary conditions; but that more general boundary conditions, such as 
two-sided conditions on the real line, e.g., Dirichlet on the unit-interval, 
quantize to derivations of an infinite-particle Fock space; and that the 
corresponding derivations do not generate semigroups. (Even worse, it was 
proved in [J2] that, if d, is given by a one-sided condition in one-particle 
space, i.e., has one vanishing deficiency index, then the corresponding 
derivation 6 = S,, cannot be extended to a derivation (with bigger domain) 
which generates a one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of the CAR- 
algebra.) 
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It follows that the (U-index) = (Arveson index = ind(ol)) cannot be defined 
in this context. However, the V-index may be defined (in terms of genuine 
Krein spaces) and we have 
THEOREM 1.2. Let the pair (6, d) be obtained in the anti-symmetric Fock 
space by canonical second quantization of a given skew-symmetric operator 
d, in one-particle space, and let Q, be the boundary Krein space of d,. For 
hEQ,> and A EC@(~), define V,,(ASZ) = [Ah], where Sz denotes the Fock 
vacuum vector. Then the mapping h + V,, is an isometric isomorphism 
between the two Krein spaces QI and Iv (relative to the respective forms). 
This is the main result of the present paper, and it will be proved, step 
by step, in the sections below. 
We shall develop our index-theory only for the Canonical Anticommuta- 
tion Relations (CAR) since it is known (see [PR]) that the index-problem 
for the CARS is equivalent to the corresponding index-problem for the 
Canonical Commutation Relations (CCR). 
There is evidence which suggests that D-index = V-index, also, in our 
setting corresponding to more general boundary conditions, but we have 
not been able to establish this. (We have the functor going in one direction, 
but we have, so far, been unable to show that it is an isomorphism between 
the two categories.) 
The last section of our paper deals with extension theory for quasifree 
derivations in the CAR-algebra (i.e., the C*-algebra of the Canonical 
Anticommutation Relations). 
One of the principal motivations for Powers’ work [Pl&P2] on index 
theory for I&,-semigroups was to obtain more insight into this extension 
problem. It was hoped that the index would serve as a measure of the 
obstruction for a quasi-free derivation to admit extensions which are 
infinitesimal generators of C*-dynamical systems. There is an exact correla- 
tion between the index and the extendability problem in the situation 
studied by Powers, which we describe in Section 6, and there is evidence 
that the V-index is a correct indication of the obstruction in the more 
general setting as well (see [JPl, Pr]). 
Let d, be a given skew-symmetric operator in one-particle space, and 
let 6 be the corresponding quasi-free derivation in the CAR-algebra Cu 
determined by 
&a(h)) = a(d,h), h E Wd, ), 
where a(h) denotes the annihilation operator in the state h (unnormalized). 
A longstanding conjecture of Powers asserts that 6 has a generator 
extension on U if and only if d, has equal deficiency indices. Moreover, if 
d, has equal deficiency indices, each generator extension of 6 corresponds 
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to a skew-adjoint extension of d, To date, this conjecture has been verified 
only in a few cases. These include all of the cases where the deficiency 
indices are (n, 0) or (0, n) with n > 0 [J2], and some instances where d, has 
indices (1, 1) [JPl, Pr]. 
Recall that d, gives rise to a skew-symmetric operator d := T,(d,) on 
Fock space, defined on wedge product vectors by 
d(h, /\ ... A h,)=xh, A ... A (d,hi) A ... Ah,, 
I 
or equivalently, d(AG?) = 6(A)SZ, A E g(6); and that 9(d) is a module over 
C@(6) with (0.5) satisfied. Since the Fock state, o(A) := (Sz, AS2), is pure, 
the corresponding representation (i.e., the GNS-construction) of ‘8 is 
irreducible, and therefore generates B(X). It is faithful since %!I is simple. 
It follows that 6 extends to a derivation (also denoted 6) with w*-dense 
domain i? W(X). 
Make the quotient construction in the respective spaces $ and 2 
to obtain associated Krein spaces Q, := Q(dl, 45) = 9(d:)/9(d,), and 
Q := Q(d, Z) = g(d*)/LB(d), and let 71 be the representation of g(6) on Q, 
described above and given by n(A)[q] = [Arp], all A ~9(6), qEL@(d*). 
DEFINITION 1.3. A Krein representation is a linear mapping f -+ V,, 
from Q1 into all linear operators, V: 2 + Q and satisfying CB( V) = 9(d*), 
VA =?r(A)V for ail A E g(6), 
and 
( V/R vgll/ > = CL g)(cp, $1, ford .L geQl, cp, ICIEs(d*), 
where (., .)H denotes the Hilbert inner product in Fock space X’. 
Theorem 1.2 above states that the V-index of 71 equals the dimension of 
Ql (the Krein space of the given one-particle operator.) 
Our analysis of extensions will be based on the following uniqueness 
theorem for Krein-representations: 
THEOREM 1.4. There is one and, up to (isometric) automorphism of Q, , 
only one Krein representation V associated to a given skew-symmetric 
operator d, in one-particle space. 
The details of proof (rather lengthy) will be given in Sections 5 and 6. 
The word “isometric” in the statement of the theorem refers to the 
indefinite inner product ( ., . ) in Q, . 
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2. THE CANONICAL ANTICOMMUTATION RELATIONS 
In this section we assemble for later use some known facts about the 
construction of the CAR (canonical anticommutation relations) algebra 
over a complex Hilbert space. In addition, we outline the construction of 
the (antisymmetric) Fock space associated with the given Hilbert space, as 
well as the action of the CAR algebra in its representation on Fock space. 
We formulate the extension question for derivations to be considered in the 
paper. Finally we recall some of the elementary results about the second 
quantization of an operator on one-particle space to the associated Fock 
space. This brief review will also allow us to introduce notation. For 
excellent references on the results, briefly mentioned here, we direct the 
reader to [BR, Chap. 5; PSI, or [HK]. 
Let X1 be a separable Hilbert space. Let & be the Hilbert space CQ, 
isomorphic to the complex numbers, where 52, is a unit vector, called the 
Fock vacuum vector. For n > 1, 2, is the Hilbert space constructed as the 
nth wedge product space, Xn = Al= I X1, associated with X1. For vectors 
h, A . . . A/Z,, and k, A . . . A k, in X”, for example, we have the formula 
(h, A . . . A 4, k, A ... A k,)=det[(hi, k,)], 
for the inner product of 3” in terms of that of X1; and we recall that for 
vectors hiEXl, 1 <i<n, 
h, A ..’ A h,= -h, A ... Ah;-, A hi+, A hi A hi+* A ... Ah,. 
& is called the n-particle space. Then the (antisymmetric) Fock space 
associated with X1 is defined to be the Hilbert space direct sum, 
of the n-particle spaces. 
Next we define the CAR algebra 9I = 2l(X) corresponding to a given 
complex Hilbert space X. To do this we recall that there is a linear map- 
ping f-a(f) from X into ‘%(Xx): the operators a(f) and their adjoints 
generate a uniformly dense subalgebra of VI(X)), and they satisfy the 
anticommutation relations 
4f)*4g) + 4&T) m-1* =t&T .m (2.1) 
4.f) 4s) + 4g) a-) = 0. (2.2) 
Using (2.1) one can show that Ilu(f = I/f\]. Furthermore, if X’ is an 
n-dimensional subspace of X, the *-subalgebra ‘%(X’) of %(Xx) generated 
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by the operators a(J‘), f‘~ X’, is isomorphic to the C*-algebra consisting 
of 2” x 2” matrices over the complex numbers. Hence it follows that for a 
separable Hilbert space X, 91(X) is isomorphic to the uniformly hyper- 
finite (UHF) algebra of type 2 I. 
Suppose X is the one-particle Hilbert space & above. We shall need to 
consider the Fock representation of 41(&) on the antisymmetric Fock 
space 2. In this representation, a(h) *, hi.&, is the creation operator 
given by the action 
U(h)*@, A ... A h,,)=h A h, A ... A h,, 
and its adjoint a(h), the annihilation operator, satisfies 
(2.3) 
U(h)@, A ... A h,,) 
= i (-l)i-‘(h, hi)/?, A ... A h, ~, A /z,+~ A ... A h,,, (2.4) 
i=l 
and 
a(h)(Q,) = 0. 
The CAR algebra acts irreducibly on Fock space. In what follows we shall 
always make the assumption that the CAR algebra is acting in its Fock 
representation on 2. 
Given an element A in the dense *-subaigebra 9(&) consisting of poly- 
nomials in the creation and annihilation operators, the identities (2.1-2.2) 
show that A may be written as the sum of a scalar multiple of the identity 
plus a finite sum of monomials in the creation and annihilation operators, 
in which all creation operators occur to the left of all annihilation operators, 
i.e., each nontrivial monomial has the form a(/~,)* . . a(h,)*u( g,) . a( g, ), 
for vectors hi, gj E 2,. Such a monomial is said to be Wick ordered. 
The Fock (vacuum) state is the pure state w0 on g(X) defined by 
w,(A) = PO, AQ,), A E9iqX). (2.5) 
If A is any Wick-ordered monomial in the CAR algebra, then either 
AQ,=O, or ASZ,E~~, for some n>O, so o,(A)=O. Since rU(Zr) acts 
irreducibly on Fock space, o0 is uniquely determined on B(X) by the fact 
that it annihilates all of the Wick-ordered monomials, cf. (2.4) above. 
Now suppose S is a given skew-symmetric operator on a Hilbert space 
X with dense domain 9(S) c X. We may use S to define a derivation 
6 = 6, on a(X)), whose domain g(6) contains all polynomials in the 
operators u(f), ffz 9(S). We set 
for f Ed (2.6) 
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and extend the definition of 6 to polynomials in the operators a(f), 
f~ 9(S), by use of the Liebniz rule. Then 6 is a closable operator, [BR, 
Vol. I], and we shall also use the notation 6 for the closure 6 of the original 
derivation. 6 is said to be a quasi-free derivation. It is well known, [Pr], 
that 6, is the generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter group 
{IX,: tE IR} of automorphisms of ‘%(Xx) if and only if S is skew-adjoint. 
A problem of long standing in the theory of quasi-free derivations is to 
determine for what conditions 6, admits derivation extensions which are 
generators and, if so, to determine to what extent these extensions corre- 
spond to generator (i.e., skew-adjoint) extensions of S. An interesting 
question, in particular, is to ask whether a derivation 6, corresponding to 
a skew-symmetric linear operator S with unequal deficiency indices has any 
generator extensions. (See [DS] for the theory of deficiency indices and 
extensions of unbounded skew symmetric operators.) The only cases for 
which the answer is known to be negative occur when S has deficiency 
indices (n, 0) or (0, n), with n>O [J2]. In this setting, however, 6, is the 
generator of a one-parameter semigroup {IX,: tE [0, co)} of unital 
*-endomorphisms, a situation described in detail in [Pl, Al-A3], where 
{a,} is referred to as a CAR-flow of index n. 
We now describe the basic construction of the second quantization of an 
unbounded skew-symmetric operator d, on $. Using some of the proper- 
ties of quasi-free derivations above is helpful for this description. From the 
easy observation that ZE g(6) and 6(Z) = 0, where 6 = 6,,, and that 6 maps 
Wick-ordered monomials in g(6) into finite linear combinations of Wick- 
ordered monomials, it is straightforward to show that o0 0 6 = 0 on g(6), 
i.e., (6(A) Q,, Q,) = 0 for all A E g(6). Define a linear operator d on Fock 
space by setting 9(d) = {AQ2,: A E g(6)) and d(AQ,) = 6(A)Q2,. For 
A, BE g(6), then 
(d(AQ,)> BQ,) = (d(A) Qo, BQ,) 
= (B* &A 1 Q,, Q,) 
= w,(B* S(A)) 
= -w,(s(B*)A) 
= -(A%, d(BQ,)), 
so d is a densely-defined skew-symmetric operator on 2. Hence, d is 
closable and, as with 6, we use d also to denote the closure of the operator 
d on the extended domain 9(d). d is called the second quantization of d, 
to antisymmetric Fock space, and we shall sometimes use the alternative 
notation aTa to denote d. This is the differential ar, of the functor r, 
defined on the unitary group of 8. 
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Suppose hi E g(d,), for 1 < i < n. Then from the identity h, A A h,, = 
a(h,)* . ..a(h.)*QO, we see that this vector lies in 9?(d) and that, moreover, 
d(h, A “’ A h,)=6(A)Q, 
= i a(h,)* .‘.a(d,h,)* ‘..a(h,)*Q, 
i= I 
= i h, A ... A d,h, A ... Ah,. (2.7) 
i= I 
It can be checked that d is a skew-adjoint operator on Fock space if and 
ody if d, is skew-adjoint on 6. For the purpose of proving some of the 
results of this paper it will be helpful to obtain a convenient characteriza- 
tion of a core for the adjoint operator d*, which we do below in Section 3. 
In Section 0 above, we introduced the representation rr of the *-algebra 
g(6) as follows. Let $ + [$I denote the quotient mapping of GS(d*) onto 
Q := g(d*)/g(d). Recall rc(A)[$] = [A$] for A E a(6), and IJ E B(d*). 
Since the formula 6(A)= [d, A] = dA -Ad, holds on g(d) for A~53(6), it 
follows that 6(A) = - [d*, A] on GS(d*). When the indefinite form on Q is 
defined by 
(1//1,11/z> = i((d*h 1//d+ ($1, d*ll/,)), (2.8) 
we conclude that 
(n(A)I1/,> $2) = ($1, W*)~//Z) holds for A E g(b), 11/l) I,G~ e g(d*); 
(2.9) 
hence rc is Hermitian relative to the form (also denoted ( ., . )) which is 
induced on Q. The graph norm of the operator d * induces a Hilbert norm 
111 . II/ on Q, and with respect to this norm, each operator n(A), A E g(6), 
is bounded. Let 11[n(A)lll denote the corresponding operator norm. While 
we have the estimate 
Ill~(Ablll d Const IlId, UEQ, (2.10) 
with the constant depending on A, A ES(&); it is only when rc is 
unitarizable (i.e., if one of the two deficiency indices of d is zero) that we 
obtain the uniform estimate 
IIl4A)III G ll4L A E .WJ), 
where IIIx(A)IJI denotes the operator norm of n(A) acting on Q, and II AIJ = 
(sp.rad. A*A)“‘. 
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The boundedness (2.10) may be obtained from a direct computation of 
rc(A)[$]. But it also follows from the closed graph theorem. This is 
because (2.9) implies that each operator n(A) is closed. The argument 
follows: Let U, E Q, and suppose that u, + 0, K(A)u, + w, relative to the 
norm 111 .I 1 on Q. Then (x(A)u,, v) = (u,, n(A*)v) for all o E Q, by (2.9). 
Passing to the limit n -+ co, we obtain (w, u) = 0. It follows that w = 0 
since the indefinite form ( ., . ) is nondegenerate on Q. 
3. A CORE RESULT FOR SECOND QUANTIZATION 
In this section we present a result, Corollary 3.8, which we shall require 
to prove our assertions about the V-index formula for quasi-free deriva- 
tions. This result is used to show that if T/ is an intertwining operator for 
the representation rc of g(6), then V must be of the form V, for some f in 
g(d:); and we use it once again to establish a priori estimates for the 
operators Vf on their common dense domain in Fock space. We also feel 
that this result may be of some interest outside of its use here, since it may 
be interpreted as a generalization of some results establishing the essential 
self-adjointness of the operators arising from the second quantization 
of essentially self-adjoint operators on one-particle space, [RS, Corollary 
VIII.331. We are indebted to R. T. Powers for providing much of the 
motivation for the results of this section. In particular, we thank him for 
communicating to us a key idea (and its proof) found in Lemma 3.2 below. 
We introduce some notation for this section. If Y; and YZ are linear sub- 
manifolds of Hilbert spaces Xi and X2, respectively, we denote by Y; @ YZ 
the set of all finite linear combinations of elements cpi 0 (p2, where (pi E x. 
Note that Y; 0 Y; is dense in Xi @X2 if each Y: is dense in &. 
(Throughout, it will be convenient to make reference to a number of 
results and facts in operator theory which are available in the books of 
Reed and Simon [RS]. We shall give an appropriate numbered reference 
from [RS] because it is readily available. However, the result in question 
will often have appeared earlier in a research paper; but (when it is 
standard) we shall make do with the [RS] reference, rather than the 
original source.) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X = Z, @X, be the tensor product Hilbert space con- 
structedfrom a given pair of Hilbert spaces &‘, i = 1,2. Suppose R and S are 
closed symmetric operators on their respective dense domains 9(R) c X,,, 
and ~(S)C%~. Then the operator T= R*R@ I+ IQSS, with domain 
C#(R*R) @ C@(S*S), is essentially self-adjoint. 
Proof Since R*R is a self-adjoint operator, 9(R*R) contains a dense 
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set of analytic vectors for R*R, [RS, Corollary X.39.11. Similarly for S*S 
and g(S*S). Clearly T is symmetric on its domain. Moreover, if cp, $ are 
analytic vectors for R*R, S*S, respectively, then cp@$ is an analytic 
vector for T. Hence 9(R*R) 0 G@(S*S) contains a dense set of analytic 
vectors, which by Nelson’s Theorem, [RS, Theorem X.391, yields the 
essential self-adjointness of T. 1 
We recall that a symmetric operator S is said to be relatioely bounded 
with respect to another symmetric operator T on a Hilbert space ~6 if 
22(S) I g( T) and there are constants a, b, such that 
IIW G a II4 + b II WI for all vectors u E G8( T). (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose R, S are symmetric linear operators on Hilbert 
spaces &, X2, respectively, not necessarily closed, but with the property that 
9(R*R), g(S*S) are dense linear submanifolds of X1, X2, respectively. Let 
W(R*R) (respectively, W(S*S)) be a dense linear submanifold of 9(R*R) 
(resp., of 9(S*S)). Then the symmetric operator 2R@ S on X = X, @X2, 
with restricted domain .9’(R*R) @ W(S*S), is relatively bounded with 
respect to R*R@I+I@S*S. The relative bound is 1. 
Proof: For u E 9’(R*R)@W(S*S) there are f, E~‘(R*R) and 
g,e g’(S*S), such that u = C:=, L.fio g,. Then 
06 II(R*R@I-Z@S*S)ull* 
=,C, jJI, {(R*Rfit R*RJ;)(gi, gj)+ (f;yf;))(S*Sgi, S*Sg,)} 
- i i 2(Rh> Rfj)(Sgi, Sgj) 
;=, j=, 
zig, j$l {(R*RL,R*Rf;)(gi, gj)+(fi,fi)(S*Sgi, S*SS,)> 
-2 II(R@~)~l1*. 
Adding 4 11 (R @ S) uII 2 to both sides of this inequality gives 
4 II(ROS)ull*< II(R*ROZ+ZOS*S)ull*, 
and so the relative bound is b = 1. a 
COROLLARY 3.3. If A is a closed symmetric operator on a Hilbert 
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space X, then the operator A*AQZ+ 2(AQ A) + ZQ A*A, with domain 
g(A*A)Qg(A*A), is essentially self-adjoint on XXX. 
Proof: Setting R = S= A above shows that the symmetric operator 
2(A 0 A) has relative bound 1 with respect to the essentially self-adjoint 
operator A *A 0 Z + Z 0 A *A. Hence by Wiist’s Theorem [RS, 
Theorem X.141, the perturbation of A*A Q Z+ ZQ A*A by 2(A Q A) is also 
essentially self-adjoint. 1 
Next we show that Lemma 3.2 may be used to generalize Corollary 3.3, 
and to give an analogous result for all of the operators in the second quan- 
tization of A. To begin, we introduce some notation. Given a Hilbert space 
ix; and a positive integer n, %“” (the superscript is used to distinguish this 
space from xn, the n-fold antisymmetric tensors in Fock space) shall be 
used to denote the Hilbert space obtained as the n-fold tensor product 
~~~@ . . . 0 yt; of g with itself. Let A,, denote the operator 
AQZQ ... QZ+ZQAQZQ ... @Z+ ... +Z@ ... QZQA on %n with 
its dense domain 0:: = I 9(A). In terms of the second quantization functor 
Z, A, = aT,(A). If A is symmetric, then clearly A, is also symmetric. 
Through an easy calculation, one observes that (A*),c (A,)*, i.e., 
aT,(A*) c (aT,,(A))*. Specifically, (A,)* coincides with A* QZQ . . . Q 
Z+ ZQ A*Q ... QZ+ ... +ZQ ... 0 Z @ A* on the restricted domain 
Q;= 1 9(A*) of (A*),,. 
It will be helpful to recall the following well-known result (see [RS, 
Corollary VIII.331). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let P, Q be essentially self-adjoint operators on the Hilbert 
spaces 4, X2, respectively. Then, on its domain 9(P) Q 9(Q) in 
X = .X1 &I X1, PQ Z+ ZQ Q is essentially self-adjoint. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a closed symmetric operator on a Hilbert space 
$, with adjoint operator A*. Then for any positive integer n, (A*),A, is an 
essentially self-aa’joint operator on its domain Q := 1 9(A*A) in 2”“. 
Proof. We prove this result by induction. Since A*A is self-adjoint on 
9(A*A), the result is valid for n = 1, and the statement of Corollary 3.3 
shows that the result also holds for n = 2. Assuming that (A*), Ak is essen- 
tially self-adjoint on @f= i 9(A*A), we calculate 
tA*)k+lAk+l= ((A*)kQZ+Z~~QA*)(A~QZ+Z,~~QA) 
=((A*)kAk)QZ+(A*)kQA+AkQA*+Z,flkQA*A 
=((A*)kAk)QZ+2(AkQA)+Z.CkQA*A 
(observe that (A*),Q A = AkQ A on Ofi:, g(A*A)). From Lemma 3.4 
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and the induction assumption, ((A * )k A k) @ I + I+ @ A *A is an essentially 
self-adjoint operator on *k + ‘. Applying Lemma 3.2 with R= A,, 
S= A, 9’(R*R) = Of= 1 9(A*A), and 9’(S*S) = 9(A*A), the operator 
2A, @ A = 2R 0 S is relatively bounded with respect o R*R @ I+ Z@ S*S, 
with relative bound 1, on of:,’ 9(A*A). But R*R coincides with 
(A*)kA, on @:=, C@(A*A), from the observation preceding Lemma 3.4. 
Hence another application of Wiist’s Theorem yields the essential 
self-adjointness of R*R@Z+2(R@S)+Z@S*S=(A*)k+,Ak+, on 
a::, g(A*A), which verifies the induction step to establish the 
theorem. 1 
The proof of Lemma 3.6 below is similar to the proof of von Neumann’s 
well-known result [DS, X11.7.1, Lemma l.d] that the restricted domain 
9( T* T) of a closed linear operator T on a Hilbert space % is a core for 
T, i.e., the set of pairs {x, TX) of elements in % 0 x, where x runs over 
the domain 9( T*T), is a dense subspace of the graph of T. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let S be a (not necessarily closed) symmetric operator on a 
Hilbert space Xx. Suppose T is another linear operator on X whose domain 
satisfies 9(S) c 9(T) c 9(S*) and also S* coincides with T on 9(T). 
Suppose moreover that TS is essentially self-adjoint on 9(TS) = 
{x E 9(S): Sx E B(T)). Then the graph of T is dense in the graph of S*. 
Proof: If the conclusion were false, there would be an element {x, S*x} 
in the graph of S* orthogonal to all elements { y, Ty} in the graph of T, 
i.e.. 
tx, Y) + tS*x, TY) = 0, YES. 
In particular, if z E 9( TS) then 
(x, Sz) + (S*x, TSz) = 0, 
or (S*x, (I+ TS)z) = 0. Since TS is essentially self-adjoint, and since 
TSc SS, S*S is the unique self-adjoint extension of TS (where S is 
the closure of S). Hence the graph 9(TS) of TS has closure 9(TS) = 
Y(S*S); from this we conclude that I+ TS has dense range, since 
(I+ S*S) 9(S*s) = x [DS, X11.7.1, Lemma l.b]. Combining this with the 
inner product above shows that S*x = 0. But then the first equation in the 
proof implies x = 0. Hence ?Y( T) = Y(S*). 1 
We may now show that these preliminary results provide us with a useful 
form for a core for the operator (A,) *. This result is a rather strong 
generalization of a core result obtained by Powers [Pl, Lemma 4.41. 
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THEOREM 3.7. For any n > 1, the linear submanifold 
wA*)Ow)O ... @LB(A)+9(A)@qA*)@qA)@ ... @9(A) 
+ ... +9(A)@ ... oqA)@9(A*) 
is a core for the adjoint operator (A,)* of A,, on the n-fold Hilbert tensor 
space 2”. 
Proof: Set S = A,, and T= (A*),. From the observation which precedes 
Lemma 3.4, S c Tc S*. Furthermore, if we set A,, = @Jr= i 9(A*A), then, 
by Theorem 3.5, TS is essentially self-adjoint on A,,. The preceding result 
then implies that the image S(A,) of A, under S is a core for (A,)*. But 
S(A,)c?2(A*)@g(A*A)@ ... @9(A*A) 
+ ... +g(A*A)@ ... @9(A*A)@9(A*), 
which is a submanifold of the dense set in the statement of the theorem, so 
we obtain the result. 1 
It is straightforward to employ Theorem 3.7 to obtain an analogous 
result for the operators of second quantization on Fock space. For any 
n E N, let P, be the bounded linear mapping from the n-fold tensor product 
Hilbert space Y?” to the Hilbert subspace Xn of Fock space consisting of 
n-fold antisymmetric tensors of 4. Specifically, P, is defined by 
P,(h, 0 
1 
... Oh.)=(n!)l,2~~~“sgn(n)h,,~h,,~ ... @hznY 
where S, is the permutation group on n symbols (see [BR, Chap. 3.53). As 
in Section 2 above, h, A ... A h, denotes the image of h, 0 . .. 0 h, under 
P,. Observe that, if rc is a transposition in S,, then 
h,, A . . . oh,“= -h, A ... Ah,, n=(ij)eS,. (3.2) 
Now suppose A = A, is a given densely-defined linear operator on %. 
Then, as in Section 2, we define the corresponding operator on Fock space, 
aT,(A,), on wedge product vectors in Zn by 
X,(A)(h, A ... A h,)= f: h, A . . . A Ah, A . . . A h,, hi E 9(A). 
i=l 
(3.3) 
It is then clear that, for hiE 9(A), aT,(A)(h, A . . . A h,) = 
P,(A,(h, @I ... 0 h,)), so aTO(A)P P,A,. Hence, if ?JJc?JT,(A)) is 
the restriction of the graph of ar,(A) to Xn in Fock space, then 
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(P,, @ P,,) %(A,,) = %,,,(a’T,(A )). From these remarks it follows that, on 
passing from .Y?“” to Hn by the map P,, the adjoint operator (c?T,(A ,))* in 
Fock space has a core as advertised. We have prepared for the proof of 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let A be a closed s,vmmetric operator on &, and let 
af,(A) be the corresponding symmetric operator (of second quantization of 
A) on Fock space, X = x,7= ,, @ x,, Let aT,(A*) he the operator on Fock 
space corresponding to A * on &. Then 
X,,(A) c aI-, c W,(A)*, 
and the domain of aT,(A*) contains a core for (ar,(A))* consisting of finite 
linear combinations of vectors of the form h, A . . A h,, where 
h L, 1 > ..., ENS, h,Eg(A*). 
Proqfi According to Theorem 3.7, the manifold 
%4*)Og(A)O ... @WA)+ ... +28(A)@ . . . ag(A 
is a core for (A,)* in Xp”, so by the remarks above, the image of this core 
under P, will be a core for the adjoint of al-,(A) in q,. Let f, @ ... Of, 
be in the aforementioned core for (A,)*: then we may assume that 
fjE g(A*) for some i and for j # i, f, E g(A). But then 
P,(flO .'. Of,,)=fl A ". A\, 
=(-I)"-'f, A ... A fifi, A,f,+I A ... A f,, A f;, 
using (3.2), and the latter vector has the desired form. 1 
The following variation upon the corollary will be used in the sequel: 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let A be as in Corollary 3.8, and let ar,(A) be the 
corresponding operator in antisymmetric Fock space. Then the vectors of the 
form h A cp, hE&@(A*), q~g(af,(A)), span a core for the adjoint operator 
ar,( A)*. 
4. INTERTWINING OPERATORS AND DUALITY FOR KREIN REPRESENTATIONS 
Starting with a given skew-symmetric operator d, with dense domain in 
one-particle space, we pass to the canonical extension d with dense domain 
in the antisymmetric Fock space 2”. The quasifree derivation induced from 
d, will be denoted 6, and we shall study the representation A of g(6) on 
Q = S(d*)/g(d). 
For every f E 9(d:), let VY be the operator defined by V’JAO) = [Af 1, 
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A E g(6), where 52 is the normalized Fock vacuum vector, and where [ .] 
denotes the quotient mapping, 9(d*) + Q. 
In this section, we prove an a priori estimate for the operators Vr, and 
show that each I$ intertwines the Fock representation and rr, i.e., that 
71(A) v,= VfA, A E 9(h). 
In proving these two results, it will be convenient to introduce a dual 
family of operators b,.: B(d* ) + YP which will be needed again in Section 6 
where we prove uniqueness for the Krein representation. 
Von Neumann showed [DS] that abstract boundary conditions may be 
specified by nondegenerate, indefinite quadratic forms. For a given 
operator, the corresponding form will be denoted ( ., . ). The Hilbert space 
inner product is a second quadratic form which will be denoted ( -, .). Each 
of the two forms gives rise to commutation relations and creatiomannihila- 
tion operators. Let $ be a complex Hilbert space, and let ‘%!I := ‘%(a) be the 
familiar (CAR) C*-algebra on the relations 
a*(h) u(k) + u(k) u*(h) = (k, h)Z 
a(h) a(k) + a(k) u(h) = 0, h, kE53, 
(4.1) 
which was explained in detail in Section 2 above. Let 2 = r,($j) be the 
antisymmetric Fock space, 2 = C,“= O 0 Xn, 
with Fock vacuum vector Sz. 
Let d, be a given skew-symmetric operator with dense domain in (one- 
particle space) 8. Then the differential second quantization functor ar,, 
applied to d,, yields the derivation 6 in Iu called quasi-free and given by 
&u(h)) := u(d, h), h E 9th 1 (4.3) 
and the extended skew-symmetric operator d:= aJ’,(d,), with dense 
domain 9(d)=9(6)52 in 2, is given by 
d(h, A ... A h,)=xh, A ... A (d,h;) A ... Ah,, (4.4) 
or equivalently, d(AS2) =6(,4)X2, A ~9(6), where 52 is the Fock vacuum 
vector with corresponding state o(A) := (IR, ASZ), A E ‘9l. It is pure, so the 
corresponding representation (i.e., the GNS-construction) generates B(Z). 
It follows that 6 extends to a derivation (also denoted 6) with w*-dense 
domain in g(2) satisfying 6(A) = [d, A], A E g(6), and a( = B(d). 
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Make the quotient construction in the respective spaces 9 and 2 to 
obtain associated Krein spaces Q, := Q(di, $3) = 9(dy)/9(d,), and 
Q :=Q(d, Z)=GS(d*)/B(d). We proceed as follows: Let d, be the given 
skew-symmetric operator in one-particle space 5 with Q, the corre- 
sponding Krein space 9(d:)/g(d,), where we recall 9(d,)c9(d:)cSj. 
For f E Q, , let c(f) be the operator on Fock space 2 defined on elemen- 
tary tensors (hj~9(d:)) by 
c(f)(h, A “. * hn) 
=~(-l)i-l(f,hi)hi A ‘.. AhiP,Ahi+i A .‘. Ah,. (4.5) 
Then we have the pair of mixed CAR-relations for c, a, a*, where a and a* 
were introduced in (4.1) above, 
c(f)a*(g)+a*(g)c(f)= <.A s>Z for .L geld?), 
and 
c(f) 4 g) + 4 g) c(f) = 0. 
Recall that (g,f)=Ofor all gE9(dl) andfeg(d:). 
Let N be the number operator on Y?, given by 
Wn=n$m $n~%t 
and define b(f), f E Q i , by 
(4.1’) 
b(f) = (- 1 )“c(f). (4.6) 
The following records the properties of b(f). 
LEMMA 4.1. For fee,, let b(f) b e g iven by (4.5) and (4.6). Then we 
have 
0) b(f)v =O for all rp E 9(d) 
(ii) b(f)A = Ah(f) for all A E g(6), 
where d is obtained from d, by the quantization d := ar,(d,), and 6 is the 
derivation given by the commutator formula [d, A], for A in the algebra 
g(6), specified in Section 2. 
It follows from (i) that b(f) passes to the quotient 9(d*)/9(d) = Q 
which is a quotient of vectors in Fock space X. Let g(f ): Q + S be 
defined by 
&f )[$I := b(f )ti, II/ EWd*), (4.7) 
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and let V, be the corresponding dual operator. To specify Vr note that the 
quadratic form 
% ti + (cp, b(f)lCI), 
passes to the quotient, and defines the dual operator 
V-:X-Q 
with domain 53( I’,-) c A?, given by the identity 
(Vfcp, 9) = (43 b(f)lC/), for all cp E 53(d) and I,+ EQ(d*). (4.8) 
LEMMA 4.2. For each f E Q,, the corresponding dual operator VY from 
(4.8) agrees with the one studied in Section 1 (also denoted Vf) and given by 
the formula 
Vf(A-Q) = CAf I> A E g(d), (4.9) 
where [ .] denotes the quotient mapping II/ + [$I from G@(d*) to Q. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. (i) Let f E Q, be given. The domain g(d) 
is spanned by Sz and elementary tensors h, A ... A h, (hie g(d,), 
n = 1, 2, . ..). It is clear that b(f)0 =O. Since (A hi) =0 for h,eSS(d,), 
it follows from (4.5) that b(f) also vanishes on h, A ... A h, when 
hi E 9(d,). 
(ii) The two relations (4.1’) show that b(f) commutes with both a(h) 
and a*(h) for all h e9(dl). This is clear for a(h), and we obtain com- 
mutativity for a*(h) using (f, h) = 0, and formula (4.6) for b(f ). Property 
(ii) now follows since g(6) is generated, as an algebra, by the elements a(h) 
and a*(k) when h, k run over L@(d,). 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let f E Q1 be given, and let V,. be the operator 
which is defined by formula (4.9) above. We claim that the duality relation 
(4.8) is satisfied. To see this, we may assume that cp and rj are elementary 
tensors as follows, t,b=h, A ... oh, (hie9(d:)), and cp=k, A ... A k,-, 
(kiE C??(d,)). Then 
(V,cp,$)=(k,r\ ... Ak,-,Af,h,A ... Ah,) 
=I (-l)i+n(J hi)(k, A ... A k,-l, h, A -.-i... A h,) 
= cp,C (-l)i+n(f, h,)h, A ..-i... A h, 
( i 
= (R b(f I+), 
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where we used that (k,, h,) =0 for all j, i; ([, $) = $((d*[, $) + ([, d*IC/)); 
and finally formulas (4.5) and (4.6) for the operator h(f). Also note that 
the notation i is used to indicate that the vector h, is omitted in the n - 1 
fold wedge product. This concludes the proof of formula (4.8). 1 
The next result follows from the two above: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let b(f ), V, be the operator pair indexed by f, g E Q,, and 
let &f) be obtained from b(f) by p assing to the quotient, cf: (4.7). Then we 
have the commutation relations 
(V,% V&> = CL g>(cp, $1 (4.10) 
and 
m v, = (f, g)l (4.11) 
on the dense domain 9(d), where I denotes the identity operator on 2. 
Proof: Let f, g E Q, and let cp, $ E 9(d) be given. We first prove (4.10) 
by a direct computation, using the same rules as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 
above, 
yfcp>v,$)=oP*.L~*g) 
= iW*(v *f‘h $ * sf + (cp * J; d*(ti *sf)) 
=~((cp*d;cf,ICI*g)+(cp*f,(I/*d:g) 
- (dv *.L II/ * g) - (cp * f, d+ *g)) 
= iW:f, 8) + (f, d:g))(v, II/) 
= (A gxcp> ti) 
as claimed in (4.10). 
In proving (4.11), we may use (4.10), which is now established, together 
with the density of 9(d) in &‘. We have 
(93 m V&, = (V,cp> Vg$> 
= CL g>(cp, $) 
= (cp, (f, g)l//) 
valid for all cp, $ E 9(d), where (4.8) and (4.10) were used in this order. 
This proves (4.11), and completes the proof of the lemma. 
In the study of a priori estimates for the dual pair b, V we recall the 
natural isomorphism 
Q(d) = 9+ + 9- (4.12) 
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determined by the (Stone-von Neumann) decomposition 
qd*) =9(d) + 9+ + 23 
and the analogous decomposition for the Krein space Qr in one-particle 
space associated to d:. If tj E 9(d*) is given, then [+I decomposes 
uniquely in the form $ + + $ ~ with $ + E 93+, $ ~ E CC. The graph norm 
from d* will be denoted 
IIIc~llll =(II@+II’+ 1111/-112)1’2~ 
while 
holds for pairs of vectors cp, Ic/ E 9(d*) with corresponding 9+/% decom- 
position (4.12). We shall also need the inner product (( ., .)) coming from 
the graph of d*, and given by 
The relation between (( ., .)) and ( ., . ) is given in terms of the Krein 
operator .I, where J($ + + $ J := $ + - $ _ and the decomposition (4.12) 
is used. We have 
valid for all cp, rj E B(d*). 
This last formula will be used repeatedly below without mention. 
Let X denote some given Hilbert space with inner product ( ., .), and let 
(1. I( denote the corresponding norm, i.e., llxll* = (x, x), x E %. Let II -II* be 
some other norm defined on a dense linear subspace in 2 and satisfying 
llxll < const llxll* for vectors x in the subspace. We shall denote by 11. II* the 
dual norm defined by 
/IYll*=sup{l(x, y)l : lb-II*= 1). 
The appropriate boundedness properties for the operator pair V, b, dis- 
cussed above, are expressed best in terms of dual pair of norms. We shall 
apply this to the case where YE’ is the Fock space, and where the norm 
II . II * is to be specified below. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let f E Q, be given, and let Vr. and b(f) be the corre- 
sponding dual pair of operators. Then the following three a priori estimates 
are equivalent: 
III vfcplI/ GConst /I(PII*t cPE%d*), (4.13) 
lIb(f)$ll*6Const llIC~llll for all vectors $ in S(d*), (4.14) 
and 
Ilc(f)$II*GConst lllC$llll with $ as above. (4.15) 
Proof Assume (4.13) holds with some constant C, and let Ic/ be a vector 
in 9(d*). We then obtain the following estimate, valid for all q~g(d*); 
the term 
satisfies 
I(cp, b(f)ll/)l Q Ill Vf’plI/ . lllJC11/llll GC IIvIIc+z . IIICv+1111. 
Since 9(d*) is dense in 2, (4.14) follows. 
The converse implication also holds: If (4.14) is given, then 
((V/R C~l))=(v,c~,JCIC/l)=(cp,b(f)JC~l) 
and 
l((vr’pY CILI))I G lldI* .c. lllJc~llll = lIdl* .c. IIIcIcIIIII~ 
and (4.13) follows. The equivalence with (4.15) is immediate from (4.6) 
above. 1 
In Section 3, we showed (Corollary 3.8) that d* has a core which is 
spanned by wedge tensors of the form cp A h where cp runs over 9(d) and 
h runs over 9(d:). This means that every II/ E 9(d*) may be approximated, 
relative to the d*-graph norm, with finite linear combinations of these 
vectors. But it is easy to estimate b(f) on the core vectors when f e Ql is 
given. Using (J 9(d)) = 0, we have 
b(f )(cp A h) = (f, h > cp, 
where formula (4.5) is used. We may form the Fock space of Qi, where 
Qi N 9?‘+ 9!!’ is the Krein space defined from d:, and where dI is the 
given operator in one-particle space. Then by (4.5), we have 
0) = a,(Jf ), 
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where ar( .) is the annihilation operator formed by the inner product 
(( ., .)). Since annihilation operators are bounded relative to the Hilbert 
norm (1. I( F under consideration, we obtain the estimate 
Il4f)C~1IIF~ IllfIll . II C$IIIF 
valid for vectors II/ in the core, and this clearly implies (4.15) above. 1 
When Lemma 4.4 is used, we obtain the following: Let g(d:) be the 
domain of the given operator d: in one-particle space, and view it as a 
Hilbert space relative to the graph norm defined from d:. Let II . II F denote 
the norm on the corresponding antisymmetric Fock space built on 9(d:). 
We shall apply Lemma 4.4 to the situation where II .]I * is the norm 
II . II F7 and II ./I * will then be the corresponding dual norm. (In the sequel, 
“boundedness” of Vr will always refer to the estimate (4.16) below): 
THEOREM 4.5. For each f E Ql, the operator V,- is bounded, i.e., 
Ill QPIII 6 lllf Ill lIdIF> cp EWd*) (4.16) 
and the bounded extension (also denoted V,-) satisfies 
VfA = n(A) v,, 
as an operator identity in Z. 
A E 9(d) (4.17) 
Proof We already noted that (4.16) follows from Lemma 4.4. To 
obtain (4.17), note that each operator z(A) is bounded by Lemma 0 (Sec- 
tion0 above). We first check (4.17) on the dense domain 9(d)=9(6)9. 
Formula (4.9) from Lemma 4.2 allows us to verify (4.17) as follows: Let 
A, BE g(6) be given. Then 
V~A(BC2) = V&4Bl2) = [ABf ] = +4)[Bf] = n(A) Vf(Bs2), 
which is the desired formula (4.17) on the specified dense domain. When 
finally Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 are combined, the validity of (4.17) extends 
from 9(d) to 9(d*). 1 
Remark. In the one-sided case (i.e., the special case where one of the 
two deficiency indices of d, vanishes) studied in [Pl, PP], the operators V, 
are bounded relative to the original norm II . II on 2. In this particular case, 
the two norms )I . II * and II . II * in Lemma 4.4 can each be chosen to coincide 
with the original Hilbert norm II . II on the anti-symmetric Fock space 2. 
DEFINITION 4.6. (a) Let f E Qi be given, and let R be a linear subspace 
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of Q. We say that f’ is cyclic in R if the vectors rr(A)[J‘], A E 2?(h), are 
dense in R. 
(b) We say that a pair of subspaces R and S of Q are orthogonal if 
($,,tj2)=0forall$,ERand$,ES. 
The following result is based on Corollary 3.8, and the lemmas of the 
present section. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let the Krein space Q be defined by second quantiza- 
tion of some given skew-symmetric operator in one-particle space with Krein 
space Q, . 
Then Q is the orthogonal direct sum of cyclic subspaces, each subspace 
having a cyclic vector from Q, . 
Proof Pick a family of orthogonal cyclic subspaces in Q as specified, 
and pick it to be maximal by use of Zorn’s lemma. If the direct sum is not 
.equal to Q, then some II/ E Q will satisfy (R, q ) = 0 for all subspaces R in 
the chosen family. Since 
for all A E g(6) and cp E Q, we conclude that the subspace in Q generated 
by $ is also orthogonal to the chosen family of spaces. But Corollary 3.8 
shows that if a nonzero orthogonal $ in Q may be chosen, then there will 
also be a nonzero orthogonal vector in Q,, and that would contradict the 
maximality of the chosen family of cyclic subspaces. 1 
It follows, in particular, that Qi is cyclic in Q, and that each V, for 
geQl\{O} is l-l. 
COROLLARY 4.8. (i) The vectors {n(A)[f]: AE~(c?), f E Q,} span a 
dense subspace in Q. 
(ii) ZfgEQI and$EXaregivensuch that V,$=O, theng=OinQ,, 
or else II/ = 0 in SF. 
Proof: (i) is immediate from Corollary 3.8. If some $ E 9(d*) is given, 
then it may be approximated in the d*-graph norm by finite linear com- 
binations of vectors of the form n(A)[f ] = Vf(As2) = [Af 1, A~9(6), 
f E Q,. But the quotient mapping [ .] : 9(d*) + Q is continuous into Q 
when 9(d*) is given the graph norm, and Q the Hilbert norm 111.111 
described above. 
(ii) is immediate from Lemma 4.3, (4.11), and Therorem 4.5. First 
note that V,$ is well defined for given gg Q, and Ic/ E 9(d*) c &’ by virtue 
of Theorem 4.5. Moreover, b(f) Vg$ = (f, g)$ for all f c Ql. If V,l(l= 0, 
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and$#O, then (f,g)=OforallfEQ,, whichmakesg=OinQ, bythe 
nondegenerate property of the form ( ., . ) on Q, . If V,$ = 0, and instead 
g # 0 in Q,, then pick f such that (f, g) # 0, and conclude Ic/ = 0. 1 
5. COMPUTATION OF INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
In Section 1, we considered a fixed skew-symmetric operator d, 
with dense domain in some given Hilbert space 8, and we let 6 be the 
corresponding quasi-free derivarion with dense domain L@(6) in the CAR- 
algebra ‘?I built on & (as one-particle space). We further identified ‘II 
with an algebra of operators acting on the anti-symmetric Fock space 2 
over $3. Since the Fock state w is pure, the algebra ‘3 is irreducible on 2”. 
If Sz denotes the normalized Fock vacuum vector, then 
w(A) = v-k AQ), AE2I 
and w(J(A)) = 0, A E g(6). From the GNS-construction, we have a unique 
skew-symmetric operator d with dense domain 9(d) in 2 given by 
.9(d) = L3(6)sZ and d(AQ) =6(A)Q A~9(6). We shall say say that d is 
obtained by extending d,. 
Each of the operators d, and d has an associated Krein space Q,, Q 
respectively, where 
g(d:) 
” = 9(d,) 
and g(d*) 
‘= 9(d) . 
Moreover, Q carries a representation x (depending on 6, d) of g(6). If 
$ -+ [$I denotes the canonical quotient mapping, 9(d*) -+ Q, then the 
following formula, 
4A)C$l= CAti], A E Wh), Ic/ E g(d*), 
characterizes 7~. 
We showed, in Section 4, that there is a unique Krein representation I’ 
of Q, on Q, where, for f E Q1, the operator V,: X -P Q is given by 
f',UQ)= CAf I, A E g(6) (5.1) 
and then extended by duality. More generally, a linear operator V with 
dense domain in X and range in Q is said to be intertwining if 
VA = n(A) V, A E g(6). (5.2) 
It is immediate from (5.1) that each V, is intertwining. The main result of 
the present section is that every intertwining operator V is of the form 
V,-(f EQ,) if ~EL~(V). 
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We then use this result to make explicit the harmonic analysis of Q from 
Corollary 4.7. 
We begin the section with two lemmas on intertwining operators. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let V: 9(6)52 -+ Q he an intertwining operator for the 
representation n of g(6), i.e., V(ASZ) = n(A)[ VSZ], for all A E g(6). Then 
there is a vector Fog such that V= V,. 
Proof: Let F~9(d*) be a vector such that [F] = VQE Q. Then for 
A E g(6), VASZ = [x(A) VSZ] = [n(A)F] = V,AB. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let F~9(d*) be an element such that VF is an intertwining 
operator for the *-representation rc of g(6). Then for all hE9(dl), 
a(h)FE 9(d). 
Proof. If V, is an intertwining operator, then since 0 = a(h).C2 for any 
hE$, for hE9(d,), 
0 = V,(a(h)SZ) = [a(h)F]. 
But if cp = a(h)FE g(d*), we may decompose cp as cp,, + q + + cp _, where 
cPoE%4, cPkEgk(4, and O=C~l=Cv+I+C~-I, so (P=‘P~, and 
a(h)FE 9(d). 1 
THEOREM 5.3. Let Fog be an element such that V, is an inter- 
twining operator for the *-representation n of g(6). Let F= f + F’ be a 
decomposition of F where f E& ng(d*) and F’E (.X 0 XI)n9(d*). 
Then V,= Vj- 
Proof: It is straightforward to show that the set of vectors F of 9(d*) 
such that V, is an intertwining operator forms a linear submanifold V of 
9(d*) with VarF+BG- -aV,+j3V,, F,G~V”,~(,/?~C.Sincef~Y,fromthe 
previous section, F’ E V as well. We show V,, = 0 by demonstrating that 
([F’], [H]) = 0 for all elements H in 9(d*). Since F’ E J? 0 XI, we may 
assume that HE 9(d*) n (2 @ X1). From the core result of Corollary 3.8, 
it suffices to show ([F’], [H]) = 0 for every H of the form 
h, A h, A ... oh,, with hiE9(dI), l<i<n-1, h,Eg(d:), and n>l. 
But then 
< CF’I, [HI > = ( Cf”1, Ch, * hz * . . . A hnl > 
= (CF’I, 44h,)*)Ch, A ... A h,l) 
= <44h,))CF’l, CA2 A ... A h,l) 
= (Ca(h,)J”l, CA2 A ... * h,l) 
= 0, 
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since, by the preceding lemma, a(h,)F’~g(d). Hence [F’] =O, so 
F’ E 9(d). Hence AF’ E 9(d) for all A E Q(6), and therefore V,(AS2) = 
[AF’] =O. 1 
In Section 3, we identified an explicit core for the operator d*. The inter- 
twining operators V,(fE Ql) were introduced in Section 4, and we proved 
that each I’, is associated to a dual operator system. This was used in a 
proof that the Krein space Q is generated by the corresponding Krein 
space Q, in one-particle space (Corollary 4.7). Then we showed, in the 
present section, that every intertwining operator V with L2 E 9(V) is of the 
form Vr for some f~ Q,. We now combine the listed results and make 
explicit the decomposition from Corollary 4.7 into cyclic subspaces. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let d, be a given skew-symmetric operator in one-particle 
space, and let d be the corresponding extension to Fock space Z. Let Q, and 
Q be the corresponding Krein spaces, i.e., Q L = Q(dt )lg(d, 1 and 
Q=g(d*)/g(d). Finally, let (V, b) be the dual operator pair from 
Lemma 4.3, and let the defect spaces for d, be denoted 9:‘, i.e., 
Q, ‘c 9:)+9?). Pick orthonormal bases (k,(n)) in 9$), and let @+ [tj] 
denote the quotient mapping, 9(d*) -+ Q. 
Then 
[$I = c Vk+(n) W+(n))+-1 Vk&4-(nHti 
n ” 
(5.3) 
for all tj E 9(d *). (This is a “formal” Fourier expansion. Convergence holds 
when [$I is appropriately smooth.) 
Prooj: From the core result Corollary 3.8, it suffices to verify (5.3) for 
vectors II/ in 9(d*) of the form q A h, where cp E 9(d) and h E 9(d:). For 
kE&‘) V,b(k)(cp A h)= (k, h) V,cp= (k, h)[q A k]. Summing over the 
basis + ior 9y’, yields C Vk+&(k+(n))(cp A h) = Cv A h, I, where 
h = ho + h + + h _ is the decomposition into ho E B(d,), h + E 9:‘. Similarly, 
C V,-,,,b(k-(n))(cp oh)= -[q A h-1. Since [q A ho]=0 in Q, we 
conclude that [q A h] = [q A (h, + h -)I, and upon subtracting the two 
terms, we obtain the desired formula (5.3). 1 
Remark 5.5. For kE Qr, let Q(k) := V,X. Then k is cyclic for the space 
Q(k), and Q is a direct sum of the cyclic subspaces (by Corollary 4.7). But 
formula (5.3) from Theorem 5.4 gives an explicit “Fourier expansion” of Q. 
It gives, for every + E 9(d*), the decomposition of [$] into a sum of 
vectors from the cyclic subspaces Q(k) corresponding to a choice of 
orthonormal bases as specified. The convergence is relative to the Hilbert 
space norm 111 .I 1 of Q. 
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We now show how the results of Sections 4-5 above can be used to com- 
pute the cornmutant of the representation n, and how to use the Krein 
representation to generate quantum groups over U( 1, 1). 
Let d, be a given skew-symmetric operator in one-particle space with 
corresponding Krein space Q, = 9(dy)/9(d,), and let d be the quantized 
skew-symmetric operator on anti-symmetric Fock space. There is then a 
natural inclusion of Q 1 as a closed subspace of Q = 9(d* )/9(d). Indeed, if 
Q is viewed as a Hilbert space relative to the norm 111. I/l, then Q, is a closed 
subspace of Q. Let &?(Qi) and g(Q) denote the respective algebras of all 
bounded operators on Q,, respectively on Q, and let +2(n) denote the 
subalgebra of 99(Q) consisting of all operators T commuting with rc, i.e., 
T: Q -+ Q, Tn(A) = n(A) T, A E 9(S). 
We have the following 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let TE%?(x) and let TI,, denote the restriction of T to 
the subspace Ql . Then the mapping T + TI Q, defines an isomorphism of 
V(n) onto B(Q,). 
Proof. Let TE W(Z) be given, and let I/ be the Krein representation of 
Theorem 5.3. Then, for h E Q,, the operator To V, intertwines the Fock 
representation and n, i.e., TV,A = R(A) V, holds for all A l 9(6). If 
k = Th, then we conclude from Theorem 5.3 that k E Q,. (While V, is 
initially defined for h E 9(d:), it is clear that V, = 0 when h E 9(d,), so V 
may be indexed by Qi =g(d,*)/g(d,).) We conclude that Q, is invariant 
under every T in G%‘(X). If the restriction TI,, vanishes, then it follows 
from Theorem 5.4 that T must be the zero operator. This is because Qi 
is a cyclic subspace for the representation X, so it is separating for the 
cornmutant V(7c). 
It remains to show that every T, in g(Q,) extends to a TE%?(x). But, 
if T, E S?( Q, ) is given, we may define 
Then the extended operator T clearly commutes with rc; indeed, 
TX(A) V,,$ = TVA@ = VTlhA$ = n(A) VT,& = rc(A) TV,,+ holds for all 
A E s(6). It therefore suffices to verify that the extended operator is 
bounded. But this follows from Section 4 where we established the estimate 
111 v/z’h/I/ G IllhIll . IIII/IIF 
valid for all h E Q,, and all $~9(d*). 
We now restrict attention to the special case when the given operator d, 
in one-particle space has deficiency indices (1, 1) and we show that the 
corresponding Krein representation V generates an operator group (in the 
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sense of Woronowicz) over the noncompact matrix group U( 1, 1). Recall 
that U( 1, 1) consists of all 2 by 2 complex matrices (z; 5;) satisfying 
1~112-1~212=1, IhI*-IP212=-1, B , c1 i - f12a2 = 0. (Note that the more 
general matrix groups U(p, q) are also discussed in Remark 6.2 below.) An 
operator group over U( 1, 1) (with no deformation, i.e., parameter 1) is 
defined to consist of matrices (z; 5:), w ere the matrix entries are now h 
operators satisfying 
cr:cd, -a:cc,=z, bYP* -8282 = -A p:q-pz*cr,=o. 
Recall that Vh$ decomposes according to the isomorphism Q =9+ + % 
with components 
vh+*Eg+ and V;$E%, 
for all Ic/ ~2. It follows that the operator Vh is equivalent to a pair of 
operators V: with V,f:%-t9+, V;:Y?-+9-, and V,,$= V,‘$+ V;$. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let the operator d, be given with deficiency indices 
(1, l), and let hi, i= 1, 2 be a basis for Q, satisfying (h,, h,)= 1, 
(h,,h,)=O, (h2,h2)= -1, andfurther dPh,=h,, d:h,= -h,. 
Then every choice of basis (as speczyied) defines an element in quantum 
U( 1, 1) as follows: 
v; =a13 Vh: =B1 
Q; = a*, v; =A. 
ProoJ: This result follows from the basic properties of the operators V,,, 
h E Q,, and from the formula 
(J’,cp, Vkll/> = (k k)(cp, II/), all h, k E Q , , all cp, $ E &‘“, (5.4) 
of the Krein representation. Since V maps into Q and Q 3: 9+ + CL’_ is a 
canonical decomposition, the operators V have corresponding decomposi- 
tions V= (V+, VP), and (5.4) takes the form 
V;*V;?-(V;)*V;=(h,k)I, 
where I is the identity operator. The defining relations for the (operator) 
matrix entries of U( 1, 1) follow immediately from this. 1 
6. KREIN SPACE REPRESENTATIONS AND EXTENSION THEORY 
In this section, we show that extensions of a given quasi-free derivation 
are directly related to properties of the representation rc studied in 
Sections 4 and 5 above. 
5xo.10‘:2-3 
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As before, the starting point is some given skew-symmetric operator d, 
with dense domain in a fixed Hilbert space $j, and we denote by 6 the 
quasi-free derivation in the CAR-algebra <X(b) over 5j. Recall from 
(4.3) that 6 is obtained from d,, and that the domain g(6) of 6 is a dense 
*-subalgebra au(%). We then realize 6 in the antisymmetric Fock space ,?Y 
via the formula (4.4), or equivalently, 
d(Ai-2) = 6(A)SZ, A E Wd), 
where 52 denotes the normalized Fock vacuum vector. We denote by Q, 
and Q the respective Krein spaces defined from d: and d*, respectively. 
The quotient mapping, 9(d*) + Q = 9(d*)/g(d) is denoted [ .], and the 
representation x of g(6) on Q is defined by 
4A)C$I = CAti], A E g(6), $ E 9(d*). 
Recall from Lemma 0 that the representation x is Hermitian with respect 
to the indefinite inner product ( ., ) on Q. But, when the two deficiency 
indices of d, are both nonzero, we show that there is not a Hilbert space 
inner product which admits x as a Hermitian representation, i.e., 71 is not 
unitarizable. 
We then study the possible choices for skew-symmetric operators D with 
dense domain in &’ such that 9(D) c 9(d*), and 6(A) = [D, A] holds on 
9(D) for all A E a(6). We define a D-index in terms of the variety of 
spatially implementing operators, and compare it to the V-index. When D 
is as specified above, it follows that 
D+d*=LI on 9(D) 
for some scalar 1 (which may be assumed real). The case 1. = 0 corresponds 
to the study of skew-symmetric extensions of d. We show how the 
covariant extensions D are related to unitarizable invariant subspaces of Q 
(and we identify the subspaces), and also related to the study of derivations 
with domain in ‘$I($) extending the given quasi-free derivation 6. 
In our last result we show that every derivation extension 5 of 6 satis- 
fying 0 0 5= 0 contains a unique maximal quasi-free extension. 
We recall the general setup for the Krein space representations 
associated to second quantization. We have a given skew-symmetric 
operator d, with dense domain 9(d,) in a Hilbert space $j, and we denote 
by X the anti-symmetric Fock space formed from @. The CAR-algebra 
over 9 will be denoted 2I. The given operator d, on 8 “extends” to a 
derivation 6 with dense domain g(6) in 2l, and 6 is given, in terms of d,, 
by formula (6.1) below. (See also formula (4.3) of Section 4.) Let Sz denote 
the (normalized) Fock vacuum vector in 2, and identify VI with an 
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algebra of operators on 2. (We may do this since the Fock representation 
of the Fock state is faithful.) Then 6 is spatially realized on 2 by a skew- 
symmetric operator d with dense domain 9(d) in 2. In fact, we may take 
9(d) = 9(6)sZ, and 
dACJ := 6(A).C?, A E S(6). (6.1) 
But there is an equivalent form for the quantized operator d. The domain 
9(d) may alternatively be realized as the linear span of the vacuum vector 
52 together with all the elementary (wedge) tensors 
h, A ... oh,, 
where n = 1, 2, . . . . and hi E B(d,) c 9. Moreover, on these vectors, 
d(h, A ... A h,)=x h, A . . . oh,+, A (d,h,) A h;+, A ... Ah,. (6.2) 
For the proof of the equivalence of the two formulations (6.1) and (6.2), we 
refer to the (introductory) Section 2 above. 
For the given operators dl, and the quantization d, we introduce the 
associated Krein spaces Q, =GB(d:)/9(d,) and Q=B(d*)/Q(d), and we 
recall that Q1 is formed as a quotient of vectors in one-particle space 6, 
while Q is similarly formed from vectors in Fock space X. 
We also recall Theorem 1.4 on existence and uniqueness of the Krein 
representation V,, of Q, by intertwining operators from 2 into Q. 
In Section 5, we proved further that every operator V with !J E 9( V) 
which is given to intertwine the Fock representation of g(6) with the 
representation rc, acting on Q, must be of the form v,, for some f~ Q1, 
where Vf is given by 
f’f (AQ) = CAfI, AE~(cS) (6.3) 
and where [ ] denotes the quotient mapping, 9(d*) + Q. Since the 
operators V,. satisfy the estimate in Theorem 4.5, it follows that every inter- 
twining operator (as specified in Section 1 above) satisfies the same boun- 
dedness estimate. Let V denote the space of all intertwining operators, i.e., 
linear operators V defined on 9(d*), and mapping into Q, satisfying 
VA = n(A) V. A E g(6). (6.4) 
The main result of Section 5 is that the mapping, /I-+ V,, from Q, into -Y- 
is in fact onto. But Corollary 4.8(ii) shows that it is also l-l; i.e., V,= 0 as 
an operator implies f = 0 in Q, . 
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Let V, WE $ be given. Since the Fock representation is irreducible, 
there is a scalar A such that 
If V = v,, W= V, for vectors (unique) f; g E Q, , then it follows from 
Lemma 4.3 (4.10) that 1. = (1; g). If V is given the structure of a Krein 
space with the definition ( V, W) = A (where A is determined by (6.5)), then 
we have proved that the two Krein spaces Q, and Y” are isometrically 
isomorphic. This proves Theorem 1.2 announced in Section 1 above. In 
fact, we obtain at one stroke Theorem 1.4 by the same argument. For sup- 
pose two Krein representations were given, f H V,, and .f H W,-, say. We 
have just seen that they must both be isometric isomorphisms of Q, onto 
Y. So if the composition of V with the inverse of W is denoted U, then u 
is an automorphism of Q, when we view Qi as a Krein space with the fixed 
nondegenerate form ( ., . ). It follows that 
wu,,,IcI = v, ICI? all fEQ,,and$Eg(d*), (6.6) 
which is the conclusion of the uniqueness Theorem 1.4. 4 
It also follows that we may take any Krein space K (from the same 
isomorphism class) in place of Q, : If K is some given Krein space with 
nondegenerate form ( ., . ), consider a representation, k H W, : K + V, i.e., 
satisfying: 
(i) (W,,cp, Wkti>=<kkXcp,$), allh,kEKcp,$E~; 
(ii) W,A=rc(A)Wk, all keK, A~9(6). 
It follows that there is an isometric isomorphism of K into Q1. 
We have 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let W be a Krein representation of some given Krein 
space K, and let K s Q, be the corresponding isomorphism embedding K as 
a subspace of Q, 
Then this isomorphism is onto QI if and only if the equation 
W)CIC/l = 0, kEK 
has only the zero-solution for [I)] in Q. 
(6.7) 
Proof: The result follows when Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.8 are 
combined. 1 
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Remark 6.2. Suppose the given skew-symmetric operator d, in one- 
particle space has finite indices. Let 
p=dim{h+:d:h+=h+) 
and 
q=dim{h-:d:h- = -h-}, 
and assume both indices are nonzero. In this case, we may take for K the 
p + q dimensional complex vector space with the nondegenerate form on 
vectors (z,, . . . . zp, wi, . . . . w4) E Cp+q given by 
1z,12+ ... + lzpl*- lwll*- ..’ - Iwq12. (6.8) 
The automorphisms of this Krein space coincide with the group U(p, q) of 
complex square p + q matrices preserving the form (6.8). 
In the next subsection, we take up one more result which was announced 
in Section 1. We consider a given skew-symmetric operator d, in one- 
particle space, and let 6, d be the corresponding pair obtained from d, by 
second quantization, cf. formulas (6.1) and (6.2) above. Recall, 6 is the 
quasifree derivation defined from dl, and d is the extended skew-symmetric 
operator on Fock space obtained by distributing d, on the tensor slots 
according to Leibniz’ rule. In Section 1, we introduced the representation x
of g(6) acting on the Krein space Q = g(d*)/g(d) E 3+ + S. On Q, we 
have the canonical indefinite form (., .) given by (0.4), and a Hilbert- 
space-inner product, denoted (( ., -)). The relation between the two is given 
in terms of the reflection J, where J(u+ + u J = u + - up, relative to the 
decomposition, u, l ?3+, U-E%, of Q: (u, u)=((u,Ju)), U, UEQ. 
Moreover, we noted, in Lemma 0, that 
(n(A)43 $> = (4% w*)$) for cp, $ E LS(d*), A E g(6). (6.9) 
By passing to the quotient, this may be expressed as 
h(A)J= (x(A*))*, A E Wd), (6.10) 
where the operator-adjoint is defined in terms of the Hilbert inner product 
(( ., )). We claimed, Section 1, that n is not unitarizable, i.e., the form ( ., . ) 
in (6.9) cannot be changed into some Hilbert space inner product while 
keeping intact the Hermitian property (6.10) on Q. (Note that the question 
of deciding if some representation of a given algebra is unitarizable comes 
up in other contexts as well, see, e.g., [CP, Ar, 01). 
We make the result precise in the present context. 
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We shall consider Q as a Hilbert space with respect o the Hilbert inner 
product(( ., .)). Forms /I on Q will be assumed sesquilinear, i.e., satisfying 
and u H J(u, u) linear, for all u E Q fixed. The form fl is said to be closable 
if it is closable relative to the Hilbert inner product (( ., . )). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let p he a sesquilinear form with dense domain in Q, 
and assume that 
(i) b is closable, 
(ii) /I(u, u) 2 0 for all u in the dense domain in Q, 
(iii) b(x(A*)u, u)=/?(u, n(A)u) for all u, u in the domain, and all 
A E g(6). 
Then iffollows that /I = 0, or else p( ) = const ( ., ). 
Proof: Since j3 is assumed closable, there is a closable operator T in Q 
such that fl(u, u) = ((u, TV)) for all u, u in the dense domain. Let S = JT. We 
claim that S commutes with the representation, i.e., that x(A)S= %(A) for 
all A E g(6). To prove this, consider pairs of vectors u, u in the dense 
domain, and A E g(6). Then 
(u, n(A)&) = (n(A*)u, JTu) 
= ((n(A*)u, TV)) =P(x(A*)u, u) 
= /?(u, 7~(A)u) = (u, Sx(A)u) 
and the commutativity follows from the nondegeneracy of the form ( ., . ). 
Now, let V denote the composite mapping, 
g(d*)Tj-, QT Q. (6.11) 
Then V intertwines, i.e., n(A) V= VA for all A E g(6). From Section 5, we 
conclude that for some f E Q, , we have S( [. ] ) = VP But S( [q] ) = 0 for all 
vectors rp in 9(d). By the duality of Section 4, we obtain V,-= 0, and f= 0, 
using Corollary 4.8 in the last step. But then S must vanish identically on 
its domain. Assume that the form ( ., . ) is indefinite. If /I does not vanish 
identically, we must have b(u, U) > 0 for some u E Q. But that forces Su # 0, 
which is a contradiction, and the proof is completed. 1 
The next subsection is about the D-index. 
The following lemma is based on results from Section 4 above, and will 
be useful in our study of the D-index below. 
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LEMMA 6.4. Let d, be a given skew-symmetric operator (in one-particle 
space) with Krein space Q, = 9(d:)/9(d,), and let Q = GB(d*)/g(d) be the 
second quantized Krein space formed from anti-symmetric Fock space 2. 
The following two conditions are equivalent for a given pair of vectors 
fEQ, and t,GE9(d*)cZ: 
(i) vf$ = [$I; 
(ii) bk)CIC/l = (g, f >ti, all gEQ,. 
(6.12) 
Proof: Assume (i), and apply the operator b(g) to both sides of the 
formula for g E Q, . Using Lemma 4.3 (4.11), we obtain 
bkKI(Il=bk) v/$= (g,f >II/ 
which is (ii). 
Conversely, assume (ii). Then, for all g E Qi and cp E 9(d), we have 
where the following results from Section 4 were used, in this order: 
Lemma 4.3 (4.10), Lemma 4.2 (4.8). Having this, we conclude that 
I’,$ - [+I = 0 from an application of Corollary 4.8(i). 1 
Let 2 be the anti-symmetric Fock space, and let Zn denote the 
eigenspaces for the number operator N, n = 0, 1, . . . . 
LEMMA 6.5. Let d, and d be as in Lemma 6.4 above, and let Q, and Q 
be the corresponding Krein-spaces. Let f E Q, be given. 
Then a vector ILeg satisfies (6.12) if and only if 
b(gMn+,= (g,f >II/m all sEQ,, (6.13) 
where $ = C $I,, denotes the spectral decomposition (II/, E Zn) relative to the 
number operator. 
Proof The proof of this is essentially contained in that of Lemma 6.4 
since (6.13) above is equivalent to (ii) in that lemma. Recall that 
b(g)[$]=b(g)$, and that b(g)N=(N-I)b(g), where N denotes the 
number operator. 1 
It follows that a nonzero solution + to (6.12) exists if 111 f 11 < 1, and we 
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expect that, in fact, (6.12) has nonzero solutions $ in 9(d*) for all f‘~ Q, 
(This was proved in [PP] in the special case where % =O, i.e., for the 
one-sided boundary conditions.) If rj E g(d*), $ # 0, exists satisfying 
(6.12), then the dense cyclic subspace 
9y$) := {A$: A E9(b)} c&7? (6.14) 
consists of vectors also satisfying (6.12). This follows from the intertwining 
property. Indeed, if V’& = [$I, then V,AIC/ =X(A) V,.$ = rc(A)[II/] = [A$] 
holds for all A E g(6), as claimed. 
We have the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let d, and d be as above with corresponding Krein 
spaces Q, and Q. Let f E Q, , $ E 9(d *), be a given pair of vectors such that 
(6.12) is satisfied. 
Then there is a densely defined skew-symmetric operator D, in Fock space 
with the following three properties: 
(i) g(D.,) = g($); 
(ii) S(A)cp = DfAq - AD,.q, all A E S(6), all cp E g(D,); (6.15) 
(iii) d* + D.,= ,IZ on WDf), 
where Re A = (f, f ), satisfied. 
Proof We noted that 9($) is dense in Fock space A? since g(6) is 
w*-dense in B(X). Moreover 9(e) is contained in 9(d*) since 9(d*) is 
a module over g(6). We may therefore define D, as the restriction of 
(Re E.)Z-d* to the dense subspace 9($). Then (it(iii) hold by construc- 
tion, and skew-symmetry of D, follows if we take Re A= (f, f) which we 
now prove. Let ‘p, , (p2 E 9($). Then 
where formulas (iii), (0.4), and (4.10) were used in this order. 
Note that (iii) will hold by definition, and we verify (ii): Since 
6(A)= [d, A], on 9(d), for all A ~9(6), it follows, by duality, that 
6(A)= -[d*, A] on g(d*), (6.16) 
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also for all A l g(6). But, on the subspace a(Il/)c@d*), we have 
Df=II-d*, and property (ii) follows from this. 1 
The connection between the V-index and the D-index is implied by the 
next result which may be viewed as a partial converse to Proposition 6.6 
above. 
Remark 6.7. We shall be interested in skew-symmetric operators D 
with dense domain 9(D) in Fock space A?. Let the pair 6, d be given as 
usual, arising from second quantization of some fixed operator d, in one- 
particle space. We will need 9(D) to be a module over a(6), and to have 
6(A)(p=D&-ADp for all A E g(6) and rp E 9(D). (6.17) 
If we know that 9(D) c 9(d*), and further that 9(D) is a module over 
g(6), then it follows from the argument above that (6.17) will automati- 
cally be satisfied. 
We sketch the details: If D satisfies the stated conditions, then (6.17) 
follows from having 6(A) = - [d*, A] satisfied on the module 9(d*) for 
all A E a(6). Using that g(6) acts irreducibly, we conclude that, on 9(D), 
the two operators d* and D must differ by a constant times the identity, 
so that (iii) (from Proposition 6.6) also holds. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let d, be a given skew-symmetric operator with dense 
domain in one-particle space, and let the pair 6, d be obtained from d, by 
second quantization. Let D be some skew-symmetric operator with dense 
domain 9(D) in Fock space 2, and assume that 
(a) W)) c %d*); 
(b) 9(D) is a module over g(6). 
Then it follows that for some intertwining operator V, we have $3(D) = 
WWd*): V$= CW. 
Proof: We already noted, in Remark 6.7, that properties (ii) and (iii) 
follow from assumptions (at(b) of the theorem. Let 
D+d”=AI on WD), (6.18) 
where A is the scalar obtained from using Schur’s lemma on g(6). 
Substitute this into the relation 
(D~,~cp,)+(cp,~D~,)=O, all (P,, (P~EW)) 
expressing skew-symmetry. We obtain 
(cply (P*) = We i)(cp,, (PA for all (pi, (PEEL. (6.19) 
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We may therefore define Vq := [q] for vectors cp in Q(D). Since 
g(D) is a g(6)-module, Aq Ed for all A E g(S), and we obtain 
VAq = [Aq] = n(A)[q] =x(A) Vq, which means that V is an intertwining 
operator with g(D) as dense domain. This concludes the proof of the 
theorem. 1 
Since the vacuum vector Q is not in B(D) when Re 1, # 0, we cannot use 
the results from Sections 4-5. 
When the definition of V is substituted into (6.19) we obtain the 
following formula, valid on g(D): 
But it is difficult to compare distinct choices D,, D, for implementing 
skew-symmetric operators with dense domain in &‘. This is illustrated 
by the following result (which applies, in particular, to the pair of skew- 
symmetric operators d and D considered above). 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Let D,, D, be a pair of skew-symmetric operators in a 
Hilbert space 2, and assume 
0) WDl) c WD?); 
(ii) g(DI) is dense in X; 
(iii) For some scalar A, Re 1, # 0, we have 
D,+D;=iI on g(D,). 
Then it follows that 
g(D~)n WU = (0). (6.21) 
Proof: Let cp E G3(DI) n g(D,) and substitute (iii) into the formula 
P,~>cp)+(cp,D,cp)=O. 
We obtain 
(Re 2) Il(pl12 =$((D,*cp, cp)+ (cp, D%)) 
= %P, 4~) + (D,cp, cp)) 
= 0. 
since D, is also skew-symmetric. Since Re A # 0, we conclude cp = 0. 1 
This means that if D satisfies the conditions in Proposition 6.6, or 
Theorem 6.8, then the vacuum vector Q is not in 53(D) when Re A # 0. It 
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follows that, even though the intertwining operator V associated to D 
satisfies the isometric property (6.20) the argument from Section 5 does 
not apply, and we cannot conclude that V is of the form V, with Vr given 
by (6.3) above. 
When considering condition (6.18) from Theorem 6.8, note that the 
imaginary part of the scalar 1 may be absorbed in the operator D. If 
1, = Re A, 1, = Im L, then formula (6.18) may be replaced by 
(D-&)+d*=A,Z 
and we may consider the skew symmetric operator D - iA,1 rather than D. 
They have the same domain. Hence we may restrict attention, in 
Theorem 6.8 to the case when ;1 is real, i.e., Im I = 0. We saw that when II 
is nonzero (and real), then 9(D) n 9(d) = 0. However, when il = 0, we may 
have 9(d)c 9(D). In this case, D+d* =0 and 9(D) c 9(d*). We are 
then looking at skew-symmetric extensions D of d satisfying the covariance 
condition (6.17) i.e., 
&A)= CD, Al holding on 9(D) (6.17’) 
for all A E g(6). From Dunford and Schwartz [DS, Theorem X11.4.121, we 
know that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all skew- 
symmetric extensions D of d, and (on the other hand) the set of all linear 
subspaces S of Q such that (cp, $) = 0 for all cp, $ E S. Closed operator 
extensions D correspond to closed subspaces S. The correspondence is 
given as follows: Every S, as specified, must be the graph of a partial 
isometry with initial space in 9+ and final space in %. Such a partial 
isometry T defines an extension of the Cayley transform of d, i.e., 
C = (I+ d)(Z- d) -‘: Since the two partial isometries have orthogonal 
initial spaces, C + T is also a partial isometry, it extends C, and its inverse 
Cayley transform is the skew-symmetric operator D which corresponds to 
the subspace S. 
We shall make use of this one-to-one correspondence between subspaces 
of the Krein space, and (on the other hand) skew-symmetric extensions, 
also for the given operator d, in one-particle space: The skew-symmetric 
extensions of d, are in one-to-one correspondence with linear subspaces S, 
of Q, satisfying (h, k) = 0 for all h, k E S, . 
For a given skew-symmetric operator d, in one-particle space, we have 
formula (6.2) for the quantized operator d := iYr,(d,), and its dense domain 
9(d) in Fock space 2. It follows that the quantization functor produces 
extensions of both d, and of the derivation 6 = ad(d), starting from given 
skew-symmetric extensions of d, in one-particle space. This correspondence 
can be expressed in terms of the (unique) Krein representation of 
Theorem 1.4. See also (6.3) above. 
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PROPOSITION 6.10. Let the operators d, and d he given as above with 
corresponding Krein spaces Q , and Q. Let V be the (unique) Krein represen- 
tation of Theorem 1.4. Let 2 he a skew-symmetric extension of d, in one- 
particle space with associated subspace S, qf‘ Q, , and let ar,(a) be the 
corresponding extension of d in Fock space 2. Consider the subspace S of 
Q given by S= V(S, @ Z’), and let D be the corresponding skew-symmetric 
extension of d. Then it follows that D = af,(&. 
Proof: Recall that the Krein representation V is linear in both variables, 
V, is an operator from Y? to Q for all h E Q,, and the mapping, 
h, $ I-+ V,$ is bilinear from Qr x J? to Q. It may therefore be identified 
with a linear mapping, V: Q, OY?’ + Q, where V(h@ $) := V,$ with 
the identification. Since a is skew-symmetric, the corresponding subspace 
S, of Q, (cf. [DS, X11.4.121) satisfies the zero-condition (h, k) =0 
for all h, k E S,. It follows from ( Vh cp, Vk$ ) = (h, k)(cp, $) that the 
space S := V(S, @ 2) c Q satisfies the same zero-condition, and, by 
[DS, X11.4.121, it determines a unique skew-symmetric extension D of d. 
We claim that D = af,(a). First note that S is invariant under the represen- 
tation rc. This follows from the intertwining property, x(A) V,$ = V,A$, 
h E Q,, Ic/ E 2, A E g(6). It then follows from Remark 6.7 that D satisfies 
the covariance condition (6.17). This means that ad(D) defines a derivation 
of 9’(Z) which extends the quasi-free derivation 6 = 6,, defined from d,. 
Using Corollary 3.8, we note that a core for d* is spanned by vectors of 
the form Ah when A runs over g(6) and h over 9(d:), or, equivalently, 
by elementary tensors cp A h with rp in 9(d) and hEg(d:). Both of 
the two operators D and Z,(a) are skew-symmetric extensions of d, so, 
by [DS, X11.4.11, they are restrictions of -d*. In specifying the domain 
of the respective restrictions, we need only identify the 9+ + 9- com- 
ponent relative to the decomposition 9(d*) = 9(d)+ (9+ + %). If Ic/ 
in 9(d*) is given, this component is [$I, where we use the familiar 
identification Q N (9, + %). We shall refer to this vector component as 
the Q-component. From the construction of ar,(a), we know that the 
Q-component of the domain is spanned by vectors of the form [Ah] 
for A E s(6) and h E S, , where S, is defined from a, in one-particle space. 
(Recall S1 is the graph of the partial isometry from 9’:’ to 9:) (the respec- 
tive deficiency spaces of one-particle reactors).) But the Q-component 
in 9(d*) for the second restriction D of -d* is spanned by the same 
set of vectors. This follows from the construction of D, and a second 
application of Corollary 3.8. Recall that, for cp E 9(d) and h E S,, we have 
V,,cp = [q A h]. We may assume that rp is an elementary tensor of the form 
‘pl A ... A cp,, cp, E g(d,), n = 1, 2, . . . . In that case, V,cp = [Ah], where 
A = a*(cp,) . ..a*(cp.)~9(6). We now conclude that the two operators 
ar,(a) and D must have the same graph closures from the common core- 
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domain (inside 9(d*)); hence the two operators coincide. We use 
[DS, X11.4.121 for a third time at this last step. 1 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let d, be a given skew-symmetric operator in one- 
particle space, and d the corresponding extension to Fock space. Let QI and 
Q be the respective Krein spaces. For a given subspace S, c Q, satisfying 
<kk)=O, h, kES, (6.22) 
let D be the corresponding extension of d. 
Then the subspace S, is maximal in Q, subject to (6.22) if and only if the 
induced representation of g(6) on g(D*)/g(D) is unitarizable. 
ProoJ: By [DS, X11.4.121 the correspondence between subspaces (as in 
(6.22)) and skew-symmetric extensions is order preserving with respect o 
inclusion. Maximality for subspaces corresponds to maximality for 
operator extensions. If S, is given, and D is the extension, dc D, from 
Proposition 6.10 above, then we proved, in [J2], that D must have one 
vanishing deficiency index iff S, is maximal (as specified). We proved in 
Proposition 6.3 above that this happens precisely when the representation 
of g(6) on the Krein space 9(D*)/g(D) is unitarizable. 1 
When D has one vanishing deficiency index (corresponding to S, maxi- 
mal) then one of the operators D, or -D, generates a semigroup of 
isometries on 2, and the corresponding quasi-free derivation $, or -5, 
generates an E,-semigroup (a,) of endomorphisms of the CAR-algebra 2I. 
The second semigroup is implemented by the first in the sense of Arveson 
and Powers (see Section&l above) so the semigroup on ‘$I extends to an 
E,-semigroup (a,) on 9?(x)), and Arveson’s isomorphism invariant is an 
index for (a,), see [A2]. 
The study of skew-symmetric extension operators D for the quantized 
operator d is only a portion of the much bigger project of finding all the 
derivations which extend a given (fixed) quasi-free derivation 6. (See 
Section 2 for details.) 
DEFINITION 6.12. Let the two operators d, and d be specified as above, 
and let X denote the set of all skew-symmetric operators D in 2 such that 
d c D, and the 8-covariance condition (6.17’) is satisfied. 
Let Y denote the set of all derivations F with domain in the CAR-algebra 
2I and satisfying (i)-(iii) below: 
(i) g(a) c g(J) 
(ii) a: 9(F) +a’(%) and &(A) = 6(A) for A E g(6) 
(iii) w(&A)) =O, A ~9($), h w ere w denotes the Fock state, i.e., 
o( ‘) = (Q, .Q). 
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THEOREM 6.13. Let d, be a given skew!-symmetric operator in one- 
particle space, and let 6 be the corresponding quasi-free derivation in Ql. Let 
d be the operator in Fock space 2 given by 9(d) = 9(s)Q, and d(ASZ) = 
6(A)Q, A E g(6). 
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the tM’o sets X and Y 
specified as follows : 
(a) If DE X is given, then the derivation 6, is defined by the 
commutator [D, 1, i.e., 6, = ad(D) on the domain 
(b) If 5~ Y is given, then we compute the corresponding skew- 
symmetric operator D from the GNS-construction applied to $. Specifically, 
and D(AQ) = $(A)Q, A E 9(T). (6.24) 
Proof: (a) Let DE X be given, and let 6, be as specified. For elements 
A, BE~(c’?,,), we have 
[D,AB]=[D,A]B+A[D,B] 
and it follows that 9(6,) is an algebra. Since D is skew-symmetric, we have 
further, 6,(A*)= (6,(A))*, AE~(S~). It follows that 6,=ad(D) is a 
derivation with domain 9(6,). To prove g(6) c 9(6,), let A E g(6). We 
claim that A ~9(6~) and that 6,(A) =6(A). For vectors q in 9(d) we 
have 6,(A)(p = DAcp - ADq = dAqr - Adq =6(A). Since 9(d) is dense in 
&‘, and 6(A) is a bounded operator on Z’, the assertion follows. 
We now show that o(d,(A)) =0 for all A~9(6,). Specifically, 
o(d,(A)) = (Q DAQ - ADQ) 
= -(Q, d*AB) - (52, A dQ) 
= -(dQ, AQ)=O 
since da = 0. This holds for all A E 9(6,). 
(b) Let be Y where Y is specified in Definition 6.12 above, and let D 
be the corresponding operator in X’ obtained from the GNS construction 
applied to o. Then it follows from [BR, Vol. I, Sect. 3.2.51 that D satisfies 
the conditions listed for X in Definition 6.12. 
Starting with D in X, construct 6, as in (a), and apply the GNS 
construction to 6,. The resulting skew-symmetric operator D’ will have 
9(D’) = 9(6,)Q, and it follows that D c D’. 
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Conversely, starting with $ in Y, let D be obtained as in (b), and let 
6,=ad(D) with 9(6,) specified in (6.23) above. It follows that bcS,. 
We recall the following definition: Let 6 be a Hilbert space, and let 2I(@) 
be the CAR-algebra over $. A derivation 6 with domain in ‘%I(@) is said to 
be quasi-free if there is a skew-symmetric operator d, with dense domain 
9(d,) in s such that 
all h E 9(d,). 
(For details, recall formula (4.3) and the general discussion in Section 2 
above.) If 6 is a quasi-free derivation determined by d,, and d is an exten- 
sion of d, in !& then the quasi-free derivation defined by a is an extension 
of 6. The converse implication is not known, but it is closely related to the 
Powers conjecture, mentioned in Section 2. 
It is of interest in scattering theory to know the derivations of the CAR- 
algebra which extend a given fixed quasi-free derivation. 
While there are only very special cases known of the Powers conjecture, 
we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 6.14. Let 6 be a quasi-free derivation in ‘3(B) corresponding 
to some given skew-symmetric operator d, with dense domain in 5. Let 5 be 
some derivation with domain in 2l(!+j) which extends 6 and satisfies w 0 $ = 0, 
where o denotes the Fock state (i.e., $, Y, see Definition 6.12). 
Then there is a unique quasi-free derivation ymax such that 
6 = Ymax = (7 (6.25) 
and ymax is maximal quasi-free between 6 and & i.e., whenever y is some 
quasi-free derivation satisfying ymax c y c 5, then ymax = y. 
Proof. Existence. Let 2 be the anti-symmetric Fock space with 
normalized vacuum vector Sz, and let D be the operator in # with 
9?(D) = 9(b)sZ, and given by (the GNS-construction), 
D(ASZ) = &A)SZ, A E qq. 
Then the closure of [9(D)] in Q 2: 9+ + % is the graph of a partial 
isometry from 9+ to % , and D is determined by this partial isometry, cf. 
[DS, X11.4.121. Recall, [ .] denotes the quotient mapping 9(d*) + Q. 
The following notation will be convenient: Set S= clo[9(D)] and 
S, := Q, n S (where we have identified Q, with a subspace of Q). Then 
(h, k) = 0 for all h, k E S, since this symmetry condition is satisfied by S. 
Using again [DS, XII. 4.121, we note that S, determines a unique skew- 
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symmetric extension d of d, in $, i.e., 9(d, ) c 9(a) c 6, d, c ac d:, and 
S, = [g(a)]. Let y,,, be the quasi-free derivation determined by 2, i.e., 
;J,,,(a(h)) := a@h), h E S(;i). 
Then 6 c ymax c & We will take ymaX to be closed. Let hull(S,) := closure in 
Q of { V,,,%?: h E S, }. Then, since ymax is quasi-free, 
Since S is invariant under rr, we also have hull(S, ) c S. 
We now show that ymax is maximal as specified: Let y be a given quasi- 
free derivation such that ymax = Y = 5. Then C~(Y,,JQI = CWYPI = S by 
virtue of Theorem 6.13. Intersect each of the three terms in the chain with 
Q, . We then obtain 
and therefore S, = [9(y)sZ] n Q,. But y is also quasi-free, so 
hull(S,) = [9(y)Q], and it follows that ymax = y. 
Uniqueness: Suppose ym is maximal quasi-free as specified, i.e., y, 
is a quasi-free derivation satisfying 6 c y, c & and y, is not properly 
contained in a quasi-free restriction of 5. We must show that ym = ymax, 
where Y-. was constructed above. 
We further have 
and the intersection, T, := [9(y,)Q] n Q, satisfies T, c S,. Let 2, and 2 
denote the operator extensions of d, in 43 which correspond to the respec- 
tive spaces T, and S,, i.e., T, = [a(a and S, = [9(a)]. We have 
hull(T,)= [g(y,)sZ] since ym = f,(a,) is quasi-free. It follows that 
Ym = Ymax. But ym was assumed maximal, so ym = ymax as asserted. [ 
Remark 6.15. It follows that a version of the Powers conjecture may be 
restated in the form 8= y,,,, where y,,, is the derivation from 
Corollary 6.14. 
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